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On the front cover is a picture of my Arts Education Class from Glen Elm School in Regina.
Above is a picture of Terrance Littletent working with my class. While at the school, Terrance
taught us about smudging, the 4 uses of tobacco (Invitation, Offering, Prayer, and Knowledge)
and the 5 basic teachings. You will find these 5 teachings (Listen, Watch, Learn, Respect,
Love) described by Mr. Littletent in this unit as he taught my class.
After learning the 5 teachings, making their 5 hoops, and learning the routine Mr. Littletent
taught them, the students were allowed to experimented with their hoops to created their
own images and tell their own story. Mr. Littletent uses 17 hoops that tells his story from birth
to the eagle to when it leaves the nest. The 17 hoops reflect the 17 weeks it takes the eagle
to grown and leave the nest. It’s not about how many hoops you can add on but what the
story is that you are trying to tell. Each story is personal and no two are exactly alike. However, many Hoop Dancers share similar images in their routine.
As a school, Glen Elm students and staff had a Tipi raising, learned the pole teachings, held a
traditional feast, and hosted a community Pow-Wow. The Hoop Dancing was only learned by
my grade 5 class. The Pow-Wow was the culminating event for this unit of study and to celebrate with the school and the community.
Lyndsay Moskal
Arts Education Specialist Teacher
Regina Public Schools
Terrance Littletent gave me (Lyndsay Moskal) permission to pass on the knowledge of the
hoops which I learned from him.

Indicators and Outcomes (Grade 5) - Saskatchewan Arts Education Curriculum

CR5.1 Examine the influence of pop culture on own lives and societies,
and investigate the work of selected pop culture artists (e.g., Andy Warhol, popular musicians, movie stars, televised music and dance competitions). Artist Terrance Littletent
Indicators for this outcome
(a) Analyze and describe the influence of pop culture on contemporary societies, and on own
lives.
(b) Investigate arts expressions that are currently part of mainstream popular culture, and research historical influences on these expressions (e.g., the influence of James Brown or Elvis Presley on contemporary music).
(c) Analyze relationships between art and pop culture (e.g., visual artist Roy Lichtenstein, comic books, Brit pop bands, improv theatre and performance art for public spaces, dance in
music videos).
(d) Investigate and report on the role of marketing in the promotion and distribution of pop
culture products (e.g., TV programs, movies, and viral marketing on the Internet).

CH5.2 Compare traditional and evolving arts expressions of First Nations,
Métis, and Inuit artists from different regions of Canada, and examine influences of pop culture on contemporary arts.
Indicators for this outcome
(a) Research and categorize traditional and contemporary First Nations and Métis arts expressions from different regions in Canada (e.g., West Coast, Northern, Plains, East Coast)
(b) Identify several contemporary Canadian First Nations, Métis, and Inuit artists and discuss
cultural traditions and ideas reflected in their work (e.g., visual artist Allen Sapp, musician
John Arcand, actor Gordon Tootoosis, dancer and musician Don Speidel).
(c) Investigate the influence of popular culture on contemporary First Nations artists (e.g., First
Nations filmmakers and hip hop artists such as Eekwol).
(d) Examine how issues related to colonization, assimilation, and racism are expressed through
the work of First Nations and Métis artists.

Curriculum Aims and Goals

Creative/Productive:
Terrance Littletent taught my students the steps of the Hoop Dance. In so doing, my students
were able to explore basic First Nations dance traditions that helped them to widen their
knowledge of dance elements in their lives.
By learning the 5 basic teachings and constructing their own hoops, they were able to apply
this traditional storytelling method to themselves and create their own stories.

Critical/Responsive:
Students were able to observe the differences and similarities of dance in contemporary society and traditional dance and the significances of the similarities and difference.

Cultural/Historical:
Terrance Littletent engaged students by relaying his experiences through storytelling and
demonstrations. He enabled them to practice, learn, and demonstrate their learning in their
community through their own Pow Wow.

Hoop Dancing - Terrance Littletent
Terrance has stated that he is from the Cree First Nation’s Kawacatoose reservation. He grew
up in Regina and has travelled the world performing different Indigenous dances. His late uncle Kirby Littletent taught him everything he knows about the Hoop Dance.
Terrance Littletent: “Every hoop dancer is given the way of the knowledge of the hoop.
Everybody has their own story of how hoop came to their community. This dance came
from our brothers and sisters from down south in Mexico from the Pueblo Nation.
They introduce the hoop dance to the people to showcase and to honour Mother
Earth. So when we adopted it here on the prairies we gave back to Mother Earth by
telling their story through these hoops. But in order to tell Mother Earth’s story, there
are the 5 basic teachings to help our young people to better understand their abilities
they have when working with their surroundings throughout Mother Earth.”

5 Basic Teachings as taught by Terrance Littletent
1. Listen - take a moment listen to the world around you what do you hear? At first people will hear the noises outside of themselves. Ask them what else they hear. They
should get to the point where they hear their breath and their own heartbeat. The
Heart beat it the sound of life.
2. Watch - watch the teacher so you can learn what you are supposed to do for the
dance moves. Also watch the people around you and be helpful when you can.
3. Learn - learn about the indigenous culture. When you learn you can be an informed
person and help teach others the indigenous ways. This will help build relationships
and bridges between cultures.
4. Respect - by following the basic teaching you will learn about the indigenous culture
and the people who are teaching you their ways. This will help with the reconciliation
process and build bridges between cultures. You also need to learn to respect others as
well as yourself.
5. Love - once you learn to love yourself for who you are you then open your heart to respect others and other cultures.
You must learn through these teachings in order to earn or build your own
hoops. It took Terrance a whole year to learn and earn his 5 hoops. This
unit will help you to earn your hoops.

Terrance explained that while growing up, in order to receive your first
hoop, you have to learn and demonstrate that you could do one of the 5
basic teachings. You earn more hoops as you learn and demonstrate each
basic teaching.
Terrance explained that in the Cree Tradition, to Listen is part of First Nations oral traditions. He indicated that he would sit for hours and listen to
his Elders tell stories of their core values of the teachings of his people.
Terrance believes that the creator gave us this wonderful gift of our ears
so that we could hear and therefore listen to the world around us singing
back. We also use our ears to listen to our parents, Elders and teachers to
help us learn about the world around us. Most importantly one must listen to your heart to help lead you to live in a positive direction. Those are
the positive things we use our listening skills for because the Creator never gave us our listening skills to use in a negative manner. The creator did
not want us to use our listening skills listen to people talk bad about other
people (gossip). He told the class: “What you are doing right know in
class is showing me your listening skills. This will help you earn your first
hoop!”
Terrance indicated the second teaching is to Watch. The Creator gave us
the gift of sight. With Sight, we can see when the sun rises and the sun
sets, and see the colour changes in the 4 seasons. You are also seeing
how things are done. Those are the positive ways we are meant to use
our sight. We are not meant to use our gift of sight for bad. Terrance
says:
What is one thing that is going on in our schools that is not good?
Bullying! If you see someone being bullied and you walk away are you
using your sight in a good way? No! Right away you should step in or
ask for help from an adult or a teacher. That is the positive way to
use our eyesight. Sometimes people are not people born with the
ability to hear or to see, but they have other special gifts. They use
these gifts to help them learn about the world around them in a
different way: to smell, to touch, to taste.

The third teaching is to Learn or acquire knowledge while we are on Mother Earth. Terrance pointed out that we are meant to learn as much as we
can from our parents, Elders, teachers: the knowledge keepers. We
should also learn from one another. When you are at home, you learn your
values and morals and your culture. When you come to school you receive
an education; you learn dedication and consistency.
The fourth teaching is Respect. Terrance says that “respect has many faces.” What he means is, when we come together with our many backgrounds and culture we come together and sit together with respect for
one another. When you are listening quietly you are showing respect to the
people around you who are talking and listening. You also need to respect
yourself: your mind, your body, and your spirit by taking care of yourself.
Terrance asks: “When you go home who do you respect?”
Terrance answered:
Your parents, your aunts and uncles, brothers and sisters, your pets
and your grandparents. Anything that is around you that you can see
you must respect. If you vandalize property, you are not showing
respect for that property. When you come to school, you can show
respect to the people around you by the way you act. This will help
everyone feel good in this environment and that respect goes a
long way.
The fifth teaching is Love. The beat of the hoop or the drum is the heartbeat of Mother Earth. When you have that love and compassion you can
share that with others.
Terrance says:
When you join hands in a circle and show everyone that love and
compassion, it would be like a ripple effect and that is one of the
reasons why the circle is so important to the First Nations people. That
ongoing life, that ongoing teaching, that ongoing knowledge that we
share.

Making Your Hoops
Supplies and Procedures:
1.

2.
3.

4.

3/4 inch PVC Flex Tubing (for plumbing). Depending on the height of your students, you will need to
purchase between 4 - 6 feet per student. For each student you would measure from the chin to their
feet for the correct length, however, you can also measure your tallest student and cut the tubing for
each student accordingly. Make one hoop and make sure it will fit all of your students and make adjustments accordingly.
Note: PVC Flex Tubing can be purchased at any Hardware store.
1/2 inch PVC Flex Tubing (for plumbing). This tubing is inserted in the ends of the larger tubing to
connect them together. You need about 1 inch for each hoop.
Electrical tape - you can choose the following colors - Red, White, Yellow, Blue or Black. You will need
enough to tape the ends together.
Have your students mark the 4 corners on the hoops to show the 4 directions. However, in order to
change the color of the hoop - Flex tubing is a whitish color - you would need enough electrical tape
of one color to cover the entire hoop. I taped mine in the style that represents the Circle of Courage
See: Regina Public Schools for more information - Circle of Courage.
Note: You can purchase electrical tape at a reasonable cost at any Dollar Store.
Epoxy glue for plastic - This should not be used by students, however, it is desirable that you or another adult glue the hoops together after the construction in order for the hoops to stay together better.
Follow the instructions on the tube of glue.

Time:
It will take approximately 1 to 1 1/2 hours to construct the hoops for your entire class.

Note:
The hoops constructed in this unit of work with Terrance Littletent was for Grade 5 students. However, as
an arts education itinerant, I have used these hoops with Grade 1 - 4 students as well to teach the steps of
the Hoop Dance, etc.
For older student (grades 6 - 8) you would need to construct slightly larger hoops. Therefore, if you are
teaching this unit for the entire Grades 1 - 8, you will need two sets of hoops, minimum.
Of course, you can make new hoops for each student each time you teach this depending on your budget.

Learning To Hoop Dance: Telling Your Story

Step 1: Laying your hoops on the ground.
When you lay the hoops on the ground,
you need to lay them in reverse order that
you would pick them up - 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.
To begin, the students put them on the
ground in a straight line.
Notice that Terrance has them in a different shape. Hoops can be laid down however you want, but you need to make sure
that the first hoop is on top of the second
hoop, and the second hoop is on top of
the third hoop, and so on.

Step 2: Picking up the hoops.

To pick up the first hoop you need to
place the front part of your foot on top of
the hoop and gently push the ball of your
foot down, and then slowly roll your foot
towards you. This is the hardest step for
most students to achieve. You need to
make sure that the heal of your foot is not
on the ground.
In this picture Terrance has picked up the
first hoop.

Step 3: The birthing stage.
In Hoop dancing, when you are born you
have to try to fit your self through a single
hoop. By weaving through the hoop you
re-enact the struggle of being born.
To begin, you step into the hoop as is
shown in the adjacent picture.

Next, you bring your knee up and bend
your body at the waist to slide through the
hoops centre. This will bring the hoop to
the other side of the body or other leg.
You repeat this process 4 times.

The Final Step of the birthing stage phase - the
hoop is placed in front of your face with your
fists pointing away from you. The hoop drops
down behind your head and travels down to rest
behind your knees. Your hands do not move.

Then you go through the hoop. Your will need to
bend down, crunching your chest and knees as
close together as you can. Lift your hands up so
the hoop goes over your head and down your
back.
It is very important to not stand up until the
hoop has cleared your body.
Come up to standing and grab the hoop from the
back of your body.
Do not let the hoop fall to the ground.

Step 4: Mother and Father
Pick up your second hoop. Place your
foot on the hoop and role your foot
back toward you.
The hoop should flip up towards your
body.

When the two hoops are put together
they form an inner circle that is you.

In this picture Terrance has placed the
two hoops together making the triad of
mother, father, and child.

In this picture Terrance has placed the
two hoops and then stepped through
both hoops.

Step 5: The weaving stage and stacking
stage
The hoops create the connection between all
living things. You are part of the connection.
You will be going from weaving to stacking.
This is a tricky move for kids.
As illustrated in this picture, let go of the
hoop that is on the top and allow it to fall to
the ground. If you release the bottom hoop,
the hoop will fall to the ground and not form
a weave pattern.
You then step inside the hoop that is on the
ground.

You are going to reach down with your free
hand that is not holding the hoop.
You are going to grab the hoop that is on
the bottom.
You are going to bring it up your body but it
will not go any higher than your arm pit.

Then you bring it over your head and
down your right arm to your right
hand.
Learning to stack and weave your
hoops allows you to learn how to add
on more hoops to make more complicated images.
These hoops are now stacked.

Step 6: Terrance is holding the three
hoops that could represent a butterfly, bird, or bee.

In this picture, Terrance illustrates how he
moves the hoops to represent the movement of the creature that is part of his story/dance.

Step 7: Making Mother Earth

Make sure you have a finger on each side of
the cross that the hoop makes at the top. If
you don’t support it right it will fall apart. This
is very difficult for small hand to do.
Flip your hand over that is holding the two
hoops and place the third hoop on top fitting
it together snuggly. This will hold the circle in
place and the hoops will stay in place even if it
they are set down on the ground as you can
see in the front cover picture with the students.

Step 8: Making The Young Eagle.
Terrance does it a little different in these pictures than what I do with my students, as it is
a more advanced move.
I tell the kids to put one hoop on their left
shoulder representing the mother, one hoop
on the right shoulder representing the father
and one hoop up above you (arms reaching
up will keep the hoops from falling off the
shoulders) The hoop above your head is the
creator hoop.

These two pictures show a more advance way
of making Young Eagle. Terrance has flipped all
three hoops over his body. His hoops are
crossed over but your students hoops will not
be closed over the body.
I tell my students to bring the creator hoop
down and put your arms through the spaces as
Terrance is doing in this picture. Your arms will
come up and over the creator hoop and grab
onto the mother and father hoop at the
bottom. (like putting on a shirt.)

You are then going to tuck your head down and
under the creator hoop and lift and pull your
arms at the same time .

His head is through and he is pulling his arms
to open the hoops behind him.

Step 9: Butterfly

Now you will pick up the last two remaining hoops; one in the left hand
and one in the right hand, while remaining in the Young Eagle stage.

You need to step into the bottom hoop
on each side as shown in the picture.

The Butterfly represent a person’s inner beauty and outer beauty.

Step 10: Eagle Stage

The eagle has grown older and the
wing span is larger than the eagle was
before. As you learn to add hoops,
your eagle will grow into adulthood.

Now step out of the hoops and bring
your arms up as illustrated in the adjacent picture.

This represents the Eagle and Spirt.

Step 11: Breakdown stage.

To get out of the Eagle stage, you must
bring your hands together in front of
you, place all four hoops in one hand,
as shown in the picture.
The arm that is no longer holding the
hoops is extended and is then put
through where the hoops intersect at
your shoulder. This will break the
weave.
All the hoops will gather together.

Step 12: Your Hoop

You now keep one hoop that represents you here on Mother Earth and
all your teachings, all the different
stages in life, and all of your
knowledge.
You keep that hoop because when you
become old enough, it will be your
turn to share all of this with the next
generation.
You weave this hoop through your legs
four times in a figure 8 pattern.

Then you swing the hoop around your
waist four times.

You reach the hoop up high and then you
kneel on the ground.
Then you tap the hoop on the ground to
thank Mother Earth and then you raise it
up high to thank The Creator.

Resources
The following resources are recommended for use with this unit either before or
during the Unit and are available through SDA’s Mary Ellen Burgess Library. Contact SDA at dramainfo@sasktel.net for more information.

The Medicine Wheel: Stories of a Hoop Dancer. Written by Teddy Anderson, Illustrated by Jessika von Innerbner. Preface Kevin Locke (Lakota) Approval given by elder Matowaykanchantewashte - Dwayne Ward (Sacred
Bear Spirit Good Heart) @2014 Medicine Wheel Education Inc.

La Rouse Médicinale: La Danse des Cerceaux Racontée. Auteur: Teddy Anderson, Illustratrice: Jessika von
Innerebner. Préface Scott Eagledog Ward (Ojibwe). Approuvé par l’Ainé: Matowaykanchantewashte - Dewayne Ward (Esprit de l’ours sacré et bon coeur) @2015 Medicine Wheel Education Inc.

The Medicine Wheel : Stories Of A Hoop Dancer. Teacher Lesson Plans and Resources. Approved by Teddy
Anderson. @2015 Medicine Wheel Education Inc.

An Introduction To First Nations Culture & Tradition. Hosted by Cedar Smoke. For Grades 3 - 8. DVD with
accompanying information PDF. @2015 McIntyre Media

Pow-Wow Trail Episode 4 The Grand Entry. DVD @2004. Arbor Record Limited. I.C.E. Productions Ltd.
Pow-Wow Trail Episode 6 The Fancy Dance. DVD @2004. Arbor Record Limited. I.C.E. Productions Ltd.
Pow-Wow Trail Episode 9 The Grand Exhibition. DVD @2004. Arbor Record Limited. I.C.E. Productions Ltd.

Available on the web:
http://www.colletionscanada.gc.ca/aboriginal music-song/028012-2200-e-html (pow-wow)
http://nativeamerianhoopdance.blogspot.ca/2015/11/blog-post.html
https://www.instructables.com/id/Native-American-Hoop-Dance/

I wish to thank and acknowledge the following:

Terrance Littletent - your guidance and inspiration has been invaluable.
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Kelli Evans, Grade 5 teacher - Glen Elem School in Regina.
Parents, Teachers, Students of Glen Elm School in Regina.
The Saskatchewan Drama Association for their support and assistance in the development of
the unit of study.

